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A Co pletely Ope ‘ace
Anglo-Soviet Competition over German
Military Science and Technology, 1944-1949

ABSTRACT
In the period immediately following the Second World War, during which Germany
was occupied by the four victorious Allies, fierce competition erupted between them
over the spoils of German military science and technology. Among this four-power
squabbling, the British and Soviet authorities engaged in a particularly desperate
struggle, especially over recruitment of expert German personnel, which they felt
might give them the edge in any future conflict. This article explores the policies
which arose from this struggle and shows that the first act of the Cold War arms race
played out most vividly amongst the ruins of the Third Reich.

This offi e feels that

e

a just as

ell a k o ledge the situatio fo

hat it is

between Russia and the Western powers: A completely open race for the best talent
a d skill Ge

a

has to offe .1

This statement, made by an unnamed British intelligence officer in August 1946,
proved remarkably perceptive and prescient, as all four of the victorious Allies
pursued increasingly vigorous programmes of post-war scientific and technological
exploitation in Germany which often brought them into direct competition with one
another. This article will focus on one particular element of this international rivalry,
specifically that which arose between Britain and the Soviet Union, over the
recruitment of German scientific experts. The two countries had fought alongside
one another in the campaign against Nazi Germany since 1941, but to many in both
nations, this had been nothing more than a marriage of convenience, united by a
1
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common enemy and little else. After VE-Day, Anglo-Soviet relations deteriorated
sharply and, as Julian Lewis has argued, Britain responded to this breakdown with
foresight, prudence and exceptional rapidity.2 Indeed, many senior British policymakers and military strategists saw the four years of wartime co-operation as merely
an aberration in a relationship more commonly characterised by hostility and mutual
suspicion, and fully anticipated that the Soviet U io

ould e B itai s e e

i

any future conflict.3
As such, British military planners and intelligence officers began to consider
what form a war against the Soviet Union would take, and how Britain could win it.
In fact, just days after the war in Europe ended, Winston Churchill asked his advisors
to develop just such a strategy, which was tellingly codenamed Operation
Unthinkable, and remarkably recommended the involvement of 10,000 rearmed
German soldiers fighting alongside British and American troops. 4 The main
assumption which underpinned all these considerations, however, was that the
numerical superiority of Soviet forces was essentially cancelled out by their scientific
and technological inferiority.5 However, the ability to exploit German science and
technology in their capacity as an occupying power offered the Soviet Union an
opportunity to close this gap and achieve scientific parity with the Western Allies.
Indeed, the British Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee JIC

o ied that the allia e

of German brainpower and Russian resources may well prove to be the most
i po ta t out o e of the o upatio of Ge

a

. 6 These anxieties were partly

rooted in memories of the 1922 Treaty of Rapallo, signed between Russia and
Germany, the two pariah states of the post-First World War era, which allowed
2
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Germany to circumvent the restrictions imposed by the Treaty of Versailles and
begin covert remilitarisation on Russian soil. 7 Therefore, while Britain (alongside the
USA and France) were also conducting exploitation in Germany, in part to secure
reparations in kind and in part to prevent resurgent German militarism, it was the
need to stay one step ahead of the Soviet Union that quickly became the dominant
motive. In this way, East-West competition over German military science and
technology became the first, ferocious chapter of the Cold War arms race.
Indeed, in his wide-ranging study of the Soviet occupation of Germany,
Norman Naimark has asserted that the British and American exploitation schemes
can only be understood in terms of their relationship with the Soviet Union. 8
Drawing on a range of British archival sources, this article will explore how this mindset affected British exploitation, which has thus far been neglected in the scholarly
literature, especially when compared with its American, Soviet and French
counterparts.9 Following a chronological approach, the narrative here will chart the
g o i g o petitio

et ee B itai a d the U““‘ fo Ge

a

s s ientific spoils,

through the crises prompted by Soviet mass deportations of German scientific
workers, and into full-s ale s ie tifi

o tai

e t

hi h e a e the do i a t
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British policy in the latter part of the occupation period, and beyond. 10 As with other
forms of this strategy, scientific containment was an attempt to limit the power of
the Soviet Union, by hampering its development of the advanced weapons and
military technologies with which it was assumed any future war would be fought.
The central argument therefore is that fear and suspicion of the Soviet Union
became the overriding factor in British policy-making on exploitation. This is
important for two reasons. Firstly, while the existing literature on the diplomacy and
geopolitics of the occupation and the early Cold War often highlights the breakdown
in Anglo-Soviet relations as a crucial element, the story of exploitation – which both
contributed to this breakdown and reflected it – is distinctly absent.11 In addition,
existing literature on British exploitation has tended to assert motives other than the
perceived Soviet threat as more critical to the development of policy – for instance,
Joh Fa uha so s

a ti le Go e ed o E ploited? fo uses o the push fo

reparations and its gradual e lipse i fa ou of e o st u tio ,

hile Ca l Glatt s

largely obscure 1994 doctoral dissertation offers a remarkably detailed statistical
accounting of the scheme and assigns the greatest importance to economic
motivations among British decision-makers.12 In updating the scholarship on this
topic (particularly through the use of more recently released archival material), this
article bridges a gap between broader histories of the occupation period and early
Cold War, which understate exploitation as a factor, and histories of exploitation,
which understate the Soviet threat as a motive.
Secondly, a substantial majority of the writing on exploitation, and on the
Western strategy against the Soviets at the start of the Cold War, places the United
Paul Maddrell, Ope atio Mat h o a d the “ ie tifi Co tai e t of the U““‘ , i Pete Ja kso
and Jennifer Siegel (eds.), Intelligence and Statecraft: The Use and Limits of Intelligence in
International Society (Westport: Greenwood, 2005), pp. 173-206.
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P. Leffle a d Odd A e Westad eds. , The Cambridge
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States front and centre.13 While this is understandable as the US emerged as one of
the two opposing post-war superpowers, it does not tell the whole story, and to
leave Britain out is to make a significant omission. The US may have had a larger and
more high-profile exploitation programme, securing the services of such prominent
German experts as Wernher von Braun, but the British were not distant runners-up.
Their recruitment process was equally proactive if slightly less well-resourced, and
they brought in an impressive crop of specialists in rocketry, aeronautics and
submarine technology (among many other fields), including Hellmuth Walter,
Johannes Schmidt, Hans Multhopp, Dietrich Küchemann, and Johanna Weber. The
impact that these individuals, and the more than 800 other German scientists,
technicians and engineers recruited by the British, had on military and industrial
research and development in Britain after the war is notoriously difficult to measure,
but there is no doubt that it was hugely significant.14 Equally it was often the British
who were more wary of the Soviet Union, and their perception of this new enemy
was generally more prescient, and more influential on policies such as exploitation,
than that of their American counterparts. Ultimately, therefore, this article will show
that British exploitation of German science and technology was a substantial part of
post-war policy-making, that it was driven, above all else, by the growing Soviet
menace, and that it has much to add to our understanding of the early Cold War
period.

Deterioration
The British intention to exploit German science and technology was fostered during
the war itself and, on 29 March 1944, Deputy Chief of the Imperial General Staff,
Lieutenant-General Sir Ronald Weeks announced to the Enemy Research and
Development Sub-Committee that the o tai i g of Ge
13
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much information as possible of design and development projects in hand, is one of
the most vitally important of our immediate post-war aims . He went on to argue
that this
Ge

a

a

e the o l fo

of epa atio

hi h it

ill e possi le to e a t f o

.15 This was predicated on the widely-held (and largely accurate) notion

that Germany had developed technologies which outstripped those within the Allied
arsenals – such as guided missiles and nerve agents – even if they had made no
effective difference to the course of the war.16 Accordingly, Britain launched a major
exploitation programme which saw a blend of military and civilian investigators
travel across Europe in the wake of the advancing Allied armies to visit laboratories
and factories, confiscate machinery and prototypes, and interrogate scientists and
technicians to learn as much as possible about wartime German research and
development.17
Once the European war ended, and all of Germany lay at the mercy of its
occupiers, the programme expanded even further – the ostensible reasoning behind
this was to try and obtain an advantage in the Pacific theatre, as well as to aid in the
futu e poli i g of Eu ope , a euphemistic term which referred to the need to resist
both a possible German resurgence and any Soviet attempts to establish hegemony
over the continent.18 All of the occupying powers were involved in this process and,
as the spoils of war were ultimately finite, instances of competition between them
were unsurprisingly frequent.19 While Britain and America enjoyed a generally
collaborative relationship (and had indeed begun exploitation on a combined basis),
there were times when the increasingly powerful United States rode roughshod over
its transatlantic ally.20 For example, in the summer of 1945 two trucks full of German
aeronautical equipment destined for Britain were confiscated, at gunpoint, from
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British agents by US soldiers; similarly, in October, the United States refused to loan
a number of relevant German experts to the British for a two-week period to take
part in test-firings of V-2 rockets.21 Small conflicts such as these aside, AngloAmerican exploitation was generally conducted on co-operative terms, especially as
their shared suspicion of the Soviets pushed them closer together. The French,
meanwhile, very much went their own way.
Desperate to advance their national science sector following the hard years
of war and German occupation, the French approach to exploitation was often
aggressively acquisitive and reliant on unconventional tactics.22 In one instance, they
seized the IG Farben chemical warfare expert Otto Ambros while he was being
transported through the French zone of Germany on his way to a detention centre in
Luxembourg, in advance of being tried for war crimes, and temporarily put him to
work for them at Ludwigshafen. 23 Even ignoring incidents such as this, the British and
A ei a s

e e elu ta t to t ust the F e h o a ou t of the ge e al a iet felt

as to F e h la k of se u it
ope atio

ut

o e i po ta tl , the possibility of French co-

ith the ‘ussia s .24 Even in relations between the western Allies, the

Soviet threat cast a long shadow. Nonetheless, in the collaborative spirit of interAllied responsibility for Germany, some early tentative attempts were even made
towards Anglo-Soviet co-operation on exploitation, but these nearly always came to
nothing. While Soviet observers did attend the British-led test-firing of German V-2
rockets in October 1945, reciprocal visits by British officials to target sites in the
Soviet zone rarely materialised, a failure which was blamed on the Soviet tendency
to take e e thi g a d gi e othi g . 25 Even when British investigators needed to
traverse the Soviet zone to reach Berlin, they were not permitted to stop anywhere
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en route, nor were they allowed to travel after dark, and roadside Red Army sentries
ensured these rules were adhered to throughout.26
However, the Soviets were not the only ones who contributed to the
breakdown in the relationship with Britain. The British were also responsible for
several actions which bred mistrust and hostility between the two powers, much of
which took place in areas of Germany (primarily Saxony and Thuringia) which were
temporarily held by British and American troops at the end of the war but were due
to be handed over to the Soviet occupation authorities in summer 1945. For
instance, in April, before the war had even ended, an Anglo-American team removed
1,200 tons of uranium ore (the bulk of the German stock) from a salt mine near
Staßfurt, which was due to fall within the Soviet zone.27 This is an interesting
example of early nuclear non-proliferation, enacted through the confiscation of
fissile material. 28 Similarly, a plan to destroy the Nordhausen subterranean missile
factory before it was handed over was only abandoned because it might have had
u fo tu ate epe ussio s at a diplo ati le el, ut the fa ility was still stripped of
all its valuable equipment and expert technicians living locally were relocated to
Cuxhaven, deep in the British zone.29
This latter tactic reflected a wider trend in exploitation strategy – moving
away from the seizure of equipment and documents, and towards the detention,
interrogation and recruitment of expert personnel – and it was replicated across all
the temporarily British-held regions of Germany. In total, the British extracted 250
expert scientists, and their families, during this short period of interim control – an
out o e

hi h B itish autho ities ega ded

ith fa ou . 30 Stalin, meanwhile, was

incensed and protested bitterly against these underhand tactics at the Potsdam
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Conference in July 1945. 31 What these protests conceal, however, is that the Soviets
had conducted a very similar policy in Berlin, before they handed the western
sectors over to the British, Americans and French. In the district of Dahlem, for
instance, the Soviets lured away the bulk of the scientific workforce at the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institutes for Biology, Biochemistry, Chemistry, and Anthropology, using
offers of lard to prove that they were serious about looking after these men and
their families.32 Even the experts already in British hands were considered at risk,
and extensive measures were employed to keep them safe from Soviet poaching –
when a group of German atomic scientists returned to Germany after a period of
i te ogatio i B itai , the

e e pla ed u de al ost p ohi iti el e pe si e

round-the-clock surveillance to minimise the risk of their murder or kidnapping. 33
Beyond these more elaborate intelligence operations, the British began to
consider the Soviet recruitment of German scientists more generally. Thinking on
this topic diverged into two opposing perspectives. On the one hand, there was a
complacent belief that the German people generally hated and despised the Soviets,
and would therefore be loath to work for them – a long history of antagonism
between the two peoples had been solidified in the treachery of Operation
Barbarossa and the subsequent brutal fighting on the Eastern Front. This continued
into the occupation period, leading one British occupation official to suggest that,
among German experts, the popula it

of [the] ‘ussia

zo e is i e sel

p opo tio ate to its p o i it .34 There was some truth to this appraisal – one
Ge

a

o ket s ie tist ea ted to a “o iet jo offe

ith hesitatio ; hile he

ould

have immediately acquiesced for the Americans, the matter requires some real
deli e atio

he it o e s the ‘ussia s . 35 It is no wonder then that one British

assessment confidently concluded that, in terms of the majority of targeted German
e pe ts,

ost of the

a e ou s fo the aski g – if e ask .36
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On the other hand, there were some British analysts who acknowledged that
not all German specialists might be so resistant to Soviet recruitment efforts. Indeed,
the Soviet offers were generally far more attractive than anything the British could
muster – for example, Soviet salaries ranged from RM 800 to RM 8,000 a month,
utterly dwarfing the paltry British equivalents, which averaged out at RM 400 a
month.37 The Soviets augmented these generous pay-packets with double rations
and sweetened the deal with payoks (small parcels of desirable items such as
chocolate or cigarettes).38 Another boon to Soviet recruitment was their
reconstructive attitude towards domestic German science, which was in line with
their broader occupation strategy to create a peaceful, self-sufficient and, crucially,
pro-Soviet, German state, which would minimise the risk of another German attack
on Soviet soil and act as a buffer against the potentially hostile West.39 In practical
terms, one manifestation of this reconstructive approach was Soviet sponsorship of
German research organisations, especially in Berlin, which were in turn used as
channels to facilitate more effective recruitment and exploitation. 40 In addition,
German scientists in particular fields felt they could contribute more to the relatively
backward Soviet scientific establishments, than they could to the more advanced
British and American equivalents. This was particularly true of atomic physicists, who
were dismayed that the Anglo-American bomb project had been so far ahead of their
own, and believed that working for Britain or the USA would essentially amount to
relying on charity – by contrast, the Soviet Union seemed desperately in need of
their help.41
All the attractions of Soviet employment were thrown into an even rosier
light when compared to parallel British initiatives. For example, in the British zone, it
was a long time before the reconstruction of German science began. Instead, science
was widely restricted, especially in any fields which had a potential military
application, which left many German scientists with no avenue for their intellectual
Mat h o : ge e al epo t , Ap il
, FO 1032/1231B, TNA.
Naimark, Russians in Germany, pp. 218-9.
39
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40
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37
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, FO 1031/65,

endeavours during this period. 42 The British authorities thought this might be even
more damaging to their recruitment prospects than their low salary and ration offers
– the

o de ed

hethe the p ospe ts of ph si al sta atio

eigh as hea il

ith

these men as the virtual certainty of mental starvation if they remain in western
Ge

a

.43 This was exacerbated by the widespread British policy of short-term

exploitation, in which German experts were interrogated and instructed to write up
all the research they had conducted during the war, in return for minimal financial
recompense and practically no long-term employment offers. A German naval
te h i ia

ut to the hea t of the issue

he he efle ted that o e a ofte thi k

that an agreement exists between the British and Americans on the one hand, the
Russians on the other, to drive all valuable technicians out of the western zones into
the ‘ussia .44
Another hindrance which the British exploitation agencies faced was
denazification. This policy, pursued to some degree by all four occupying powers,
was designed to purge every trace of Nazi influence from all spheres of German life,
primarily through the dismissal and punishment of any personnel deemed to be
tainted with a Nazi past, as well as a country-wide programme of re-education and
de o atisatio .45 This ambitious and controversial scheme was notoriously
difficult to implement, especially for the poorly-resourced British, and they soon
developed a reputation for leniency, at least compared to the Americans. 46 However,
many British exploitation officials feared that their denazification measures were still
so thorough as to be damaging to recruitment efforts – Herbert Cremer, a chemical
e gi ee a d

e

e of B itai s “ ie tifi Co

ittee fo Ge

a , o side ed it
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the height of foll

that

B itai s lite al adhe e e to the [i te -Allied]

denazification agreement, we should be helping to drive German scientists into the
hands of the Russians, who themselves treated the same agreement with complete
i is

. 47 C e e s se ti e ts

e e e hoed i

a emark made by the Lord

Chancellor, William Jowitt, in the House of Lords in March 1946 – when challenged
on British recruitment of German experts with potentially dubious political pasts,
Jo itt espo ded: I a

illi g to isk thei

ei g Nazis – and I think they probably

are – so long as they are highly skilled technicians who will teach our people
so ethi g

hi h the did ot p e iousl k o . 48 In this case, the moral crusade of

denazification was considered detrimental to the pragmatic demands of exploitation.
The British recruitment agencies also had to contend with wider problems,
over which they had little or no control. For instance, the more generous Soviet
salaries and ration packages were set against the backdrop of the post-war German
food crisis, which hit the British zone especially hard, due to its higher population
and shortage of viable agricultural land. 49 Over the winter of 1945-6, the average
German daily ration fell to 1,631 calories, two thirds of what it had been in 1939 and
1940, so it is really no wonder that many German scientists thought with their
stomachs and looked to the East for a more comfortable future. 50 Moreover, British
intelligence reports suggested that a large proportion of the German population
viewed Britain and the British Empire as a thing of the past – almost as much of a
loser in the war as Germany – and expected that their future would be dictated by
either the United States or the Soviet Union. 51
In the face of this multitude of obstacles, and in competition with far more
attractive Soviet offers, the British slowly began to formulate a more comprehensive
scheme to facilitate their recruitment of German scientists and technicians. Towards
the end of 1946, a Reception Centre was opened in London, where around 25-30
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German specialists could be accommodated for up to six weeks at a time. During
their stay, the experts were expected to participate in interrogations, both in situ
and at research establishments and private firms across the country, and it was
hoped that this exposure would increase the likelihood of the specialists securing
longer-term employment down the line. 52 In order to repair the reputation of the
British among the German scientific community, it was stressed that there were no
armed guards or barbed wire at the Reception Centre, and in fact life there was fairly
comfortable. The men received a small weekly allowance of cash and commodities,
such as chocolate and cigarettes, they could send and receive an unlimited amount
of mail, and they had access to a swimming pool, regular film shows, lectures on
British culture, and occasional tickets for concerts.53 In addition, their families
received numerous amenities, including an ample financial allowance, as well as
increased rations and fuel allocations, and their homes were kept safe from
requisitioning.54 This was certainly a step in the right direction for the British
recruitment of German scientists and technicians, but it was still considered
insufficient to counter the ongoing Soviet recruitment endeavour.

Deportations
In reality, it was a Soviet policy shift which did the most to hinder their own
recruitment efforts and provide welcome succour to the parallel British endeavour,
rather than any countermeasures employed by the Western powers. In the latter
half of 1946, Soviet exploitation agencies began a secretive and wide-ranging
programme of forced deportations of German scientific workers from the Soviet
occupation zone to the Soviet Union proper. This change in tactics suggests that the
Soviets did not believe that their generous inducements were sufficient to secure
Ge

a

s

est s ie tists, a d that

o e d asti a tio

as e ui ed. It is also

reflective of the deterioration in the international situation which was most clearly
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visible in Germany during this period, as relations between occupiers and occupied,
and among the wartime Allies, continued to sour. Under these strained
circumstances, proactive, unilateral, even hostile, behaviour became increasingly
common, often at the expense of more diplomatic alternatives. As such, the
programme of Soviet scientific deportations, the motives which drove it and the
reaction it inspired among British exploitation officials all reveal much about this
early stage of the Cold War and therefore warrant closer examination here.
Throughout the autumn and winter of 1946, the press in the British and
American zones was filled with stories of Soviet exploitation teams conducting smallscale deportations of German scientists and technicians from localised areas or
specific factories and laboratories within their occupation zone. While many of these
were embellished or fabricated in order to deter German scientists from accepting
attractive Soviet employment offers, they were based on a rough foundation of
truth.55 For example, in November it was reported that German scientific staff at the
Junkers works near Magdeburg and Dessau had been deported, with the excessive
number of German police and Soviet troops on the streets explained away as a d i e
…

ei g

ade agai st Bla k Ma ket a ketee s . 56 However, the most striking

example of Soviet scientific deportations was far too large and noticeable to be
disguised as anything else – it is estimated that Operation Osoaviakhim, which took
place on 22 October 1946, accounted for 84 per cent of the German scientific
workers deported to the Soviet Union in the years after the war. 57
The immediate goal of Osoaviakhim was to move huge aviation, rocketry, and
other weapons research and production facilities from Saxony and Thuringia to the
Soviet Union. These Nazi-era facilities had been rebuilt and the staff was primarily
German, working under the supervision of the Soviets, who were well aware of the
perils of conducting military research in Germany, given the relatively porous
frontiers between the various zones of occupation and the supposed four-power
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prohibition of such research.58 The aim therefore was to relocate these men from
Germany, where, despite already being in Soviet employ, they were at risk of
poaching by another occupying nation, to the USSR where they were almost
completely safe. Among those forcibly relocated were a group of German rocketeers
who had been working for the Soviets near the Nazi underground missile factory at
Nordhausen – on 22 October, they were entertained at a banquet by the Soviet
officer in charge, while their families and personal possessions were gathered up and
put on trains by Red Army soldiers. By the time they were informed that they were
being taken to the Soviet Union, it was too late, and they were too inebriated, to
effectively protest.59 Others who were taken were experts in aviation, nuclear
physics, electronics, optical science, radio, and chemical engineering, and included
former employees of BMW, AEG and Junkers, among many more. 60
The process for each individual who was included in Osoaviakhim was much
the same across the board:
The man concerned was awakened by Russian soldiers in the early hours of the
morning and informed that he would be leaving for Russia immediately. In many
cases the man was permitted to take with him his family and as much of his
furniture as could be loaded into one third of a railway freight wagon.61

The men were told that they would receive a contract for five years employment on
arrival in the Soviet Union, and that their salary would match that of equivalent
Soviet experts.62 These men and their families were then moved by lorry and private
car to the eastern outskirts of Berlin, where they were loaded onto 92 trains,
totalling some 700 coaches, at the stations of Friedrichshagen and Köpenick. The
destinations of these trains were major cities and industrial centres in the USSR,
including Moscow and Odessa, and the Germans aboard were vaguely told that their
journeys would last from three to seven days.63 The deportations continued
58
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throughout 22 October and were still ongoing at 5pm that evening, with trucks
loaded with scientists, their families and their household possessions arriving at the
railway stations every three to four minutes. The scale of the operation was
unprecedented, involving 2,552 German specialists – a number which rises to 6,560
once family members are factored in. Within two weeks, these German deportees
were spread among 31 different industrial institutions across the Soviet Union. 64
As the true extent of Osoaviakhim reached the British, they reacted with
shock and condemnation. More horror stories appeared in newspapers in the
Western zones, and though these were far more easily substantiated, the Soviets
o ti ued to dis iss the

as alu

ious atta ks . I additio , Soviet officials argued

that their operation was no worse than the removals made by the British and
Americas from areas due to be handed over to the Soviets in the summer of 1945.
One story from the time runs that Marshal Vasiliy Sokolovsky, the head of the Soviet
Military Administration in Germany, snidely told Colonel Frank Howley, the American
o

a da t of Be li , I a

ot aski g the A e i a s a d B itish at

hat hou of

the day or night they took their technicians – why are you so concerned about the
hou at hi h I took

i e? 65

Despite their widespread criticism of Osoaviakhim, the operation probably
benefited the British as much, if not more so, than the Soviets. The first indication of
this

as i the ha dful of Ge

a e pe ts, du

ed ugged i di idualists

B itish

intelligence, who did not succumb to Soviet coercion and hid or fled to avoid
deportation – for instance, Dr Ulrich Capeller, a physicist from Jena in Thuringia, who
was loaded onto a train by the Soviets, but managed to jump off while it was moving
during the night and make his way back to Berlin, where he immediately made
himself known to the British authorities. 66 In the days and weeks immediately
following Osoaviakhim, the British scientific recruitment office in Berlin was
s a ped

ith a flood of alle s, o espondents and other enquirers, all with the

same aim in view – to escape the possibility of deportation and remove themselves
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as quickly as possible to the Western Zones, the United Kingdom or the USA. One
man went so far as to ask to be arrested for his o

safet .67 In short, Osoaviakhim

had greatly diminished the appeal of the Soviet Union as a future employer, and
significantly boosted that of Britain and the United States.
Taking into account this anti-Soviet backlash, and the fact that Osoaviakhim
was only really designed to secure German specialists who were already working for
the Soviet Union (albeit in Germany, not in the USSR), it does beg the question of
Soviet motivations – why did they jeopardise their public image in Germany and
their largely successful non-coercive recruitment efforts by embarking on this highly
risky, and potentially ruinous, deportation scheme? There are several possible
factors, a combination of which provides the most likely explanation. Firstly, it is
clear that their ge e ous e plo

e t offe s

e e t e ei i g uite the uptake

among German scientists that the Soviet authorities expected; probably because the
notion of collaborating with the Soviets still remained deeply unattractive to many
Germans, particularly on political grounds. This was also reflected in the results of
the Berlin city council elections of 20 October 1946 (two days before Osoaviakhim),
wherein the Soviet-backed Communist Party came a distant third behind both the
Social Democrats and Christian Democrats.68 This evidently had some bearing on the
conduct of the operation as German scientists based in Berlin who protested against
the “o iet a tio s

e e told all Be li e s a e fas ists, othe

oted diffe e tl , ut the ele tio

ise the

ould ha e

esults cannot have been the driving force, as

Osoaviakhim had been planned months in advance. Nonetheless, this rejection of
core Soviet political values by a part of the occupied German population did prompt
the Soviets to shun democratic tactics in favour of more direct action, though they
remained mindful of their public image in Germany, which they saw as part of a
ide p opaga da a agai st B itai a d the U“A. 69
Secondly, the deportation programme was a product of the broader
diplomatic context in this period, which was characterised by a sharp deterioration in
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the relationship between East and West, especially in Germany. During this period,
the British and Americans were working towards fusing their two areas of
occupation into the so- alled Bizo e , which went against Soviet expectations that
Germany was to become a single economic and political unit (within the Soviet
sphere of influence), and was a central cause of the serious breakdown in relations
at the Council of Foreign Ministers in spring 1947. 70 Growing British and American
strength in Germany not only made those two countries more attractive destinations
for German scientists, but it also forced the Soviet occupation authorities to consider
proposing four-power withdrawal from Germany – if this became necessary, the
Soviets wanted to make sure the most valuable German experts had already been
removed to the USSR. A third possible motive is that the Soviets wanted to remove
any trace of warlike research being conducted in their zone of occupation (as this
had been banned by the four-power Allied Control Council), by relocating it to the
Soviet Union proper, so that they could reinstate a system of mutual site visits and
thus get chance to investigate what was happening in the Western zones. 71 If this
as the “o iets primary intention, it was in vain, as the deportations served
primarily to minimise the chances of future co-operation, and to fortify the divisions
between East and West.

Denial
As well as i

easi g B itai s elati e popula it

as a desti atio

fo Ge

a

scientists and technicians, the Soviet programme of deportations also allowed British
exploitation officials to push through a policy of denial, which comprised concerted
efforts to prevent any German specialist of note from entering into Soviet
employment. The first thinking along these lines dated back to December 1945,
when intelligence officers attached to the British Control Commission for Germany
(CCG) filed a report with the Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee (JIC) in London, which
th e

70
71

a so e hat si ister light on Russian activities vis-à-vis Ge
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a s ie tists .

These offi ials also alled fo poli

guida e at a high le el … as to

hethe [the

Government] would wish strenuous efforts to be made to deny scientists and
te h i ia s to the ‘ussia s .72 It took until May 1946 for the JIC to consider this
epo t ut

hat the

ead lea l ala

ed the , as the

o luded that

the e d

of 1946 a large proportion of German brainpower will have gone to the Russians and
the e

ill e o looki g a k .73 These fears were only exacerbated by the Soviet

deportations and, less than two months after Osoaviakhim, the Defence Committee
of the Ca i et, hai ed

P i e Mi iste Cle e t Attlee, ag eed i p i iple that it

was necessary to deny to the Russians those German scientists and technicians,
within our influence, who could contribute substantially to the building up of Russian
a pote tial . 74
This approach to the recruitment of German scientific experts reflected a
broader policy shift taking place at this time – moving forward, the vast majority of
British and American action, especially in Germany, was geared towards resisting the
power of the Soviet Union and limiting the spread of communism wherever possible.
At the highest level of international relations, it tied in with British considerations
over whether to support a unified, federalised Germany, under the threat of Soviet
control, or to forge a separate West German state, which would be more amenable
to British influence, even if this meant that the Soviet zone, Berlin, and eastern
Europe at large

ould e i et ie a l lost to the “o iet U io . 75 Erring on the side

of the latter, British containment policy began to take shape in mid-1946, but
developments in the USA in 1947, such as the publication of A ti le X and the
espousal of the Truman Doctrine, consolidated this into an official western strategy.
A ti le X , which appeared in the magazine Foreign Affairs in July, penned under a
pseudonym by Deputy Chief of the US Mission to the Soviet Union, George F. Kennan
ased o his ea lie , i fa ous Lo g Teleg a

, ad o ated patient but firm and

vigilant containment of Russian expansi e te de ies .76 The views in this article
were also publicly voiced by President Harry Truman, with the so-called Truman
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Doctrine therefore coming to represent the centrality of containment to US foreign
policy in this period. 77 Nonetheless, many in Britain, including the foreign secretary,
Ernest Bevin, felt that the declaration of the Truman Doctrine was long overdue in
pledging US support for the resistance of Soviet communism to which Britain was
already committed.78
The practical implementation of British denial policy was initially very basic
and a little crude. It centred on the establishment of so- alled t a sit hotels i the
British zone, where German scientists and their families could be accommodated,
safe from Soviet enticement or deportation, while awaiting some offer of longerterm employment, though, as we have seen, these were not always forthcoming.
This scheme was codenamed Matchbox, a designation shared with the first and
largest of the t a sit hotels , ope ed in the spa resort of Bad Hermannsborn, which
had room for around 200 people. Very soon it exceeded capacity and another hotel
was opened at nearby Bad Driburg; other smaller facilities followed, dotted
throughout the British zone.79 While this was, for the most part, a fairly
straightforward precautionary operation, it did become infused with some of the
spirit of espionage, subterfuge and even danger which lurked beneath the surface in
the early Cold War, especially where the targeted specialists were living in the Soviet
zone of occupation. For instance, one suggested tactic for British exploitation agents
to use when trying to recruit an individual residing in the Soviet zone was to write
lette s o Ge

a statio e , u de a false Ge

a

a e su h as Mulle , a d ha e

it passed to the desired expert by a network of German collaborators living in the
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British sector of Berlin, with the return address being an empty house, utilised by the
B itish autho ities as a dead d op .80
In some cases, the competition over German scientists had a genuine
element of danger to it. Henry Mecklenburg, a German hotelier who ran a Matchbox
transit hotel in the British Sector of Berlin, had several close encounters with the
Soviet security services. His night-porter was detained by the police, questioned by a
Soviet agent and told to report back on the British officers who visited the hotel,
ith the th eat of ‘ed A

dis ipli a

a tio

if he did ot o pl . Me kle

ug

himself felt he was about to be attacked by two uniformed Russian men on one
occasion when walking home late at night with his wife but the timely arrival of a
British military government Volkswagen scared them off.81 On one occasion, the
competition threatened to boil over into a major diplomatic crisis – on the night of
18 October 1946, the British Military Train from Berlin to Hannover was halted by a
large complement of Red Army soldiers while passing through the Soviet zone and,
despite the armed guard, a number of German passengers were forcibly removed
from a sealed coach, often used to transport scientists recruited by the British.
Heavily outnumbered, the train gua d

o

a de s

a iet

to a oid a

international incident coupled with his uncertainty as to how to act in these
e t ao di a

i u sta es

ea t the “o iet t oops got their way, but on this

occasion there were no scientists or technicians aboard the train, and the potential
crisis was averted.82 Incidents such as this only confirmed British thinking that a
firmly-enforced denial policy was an essential precaution against future Soviet
aggression, and it quickly became a dominant tenet of British policy, which took
precedence

over

other

parallel

concerns,

such

as

denazification

and

demilitarisation. 83
Moreover, the blind pursuit of denial meant that almost any German
scientist, no matter how dubious his credentials, could be offered lodgings at
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–

Matchbox, lest he otherwise end up in Soviet hands. This is highlighted in the case of
Ernst von Schnubel, a e e t i oppo tu ist ho lai ed to ha e i e ted a Death
‘a T a s issio Appa atus

hi h ould e used agai st, a o g othe thi gs,

atom bombs, gangsters, demonstrationists, terrorists, and garden pests!), and who
petitioned the British for protection and even employment under the Matchbox
scheme.84 While “ h u el s lai s

e e too fa -fetched for him to ever be taken

seriously, others did slip through the net. In 1948, Bertie Blount, a British occupation
offi ial a d pe e

ial

iti of e ploitatio poli , o plai ed that the t a sit hotels

had tended to e o e pla e[s] of pe
Ge

a e t eside e fo

uite a u

e of

a s ho should e else he e e plo ed . 85 Blount also highlighted the broader,

financial ramifications of this unselective approach to recruitment – he described it
as

uite a ig a d e pe sive show which directly or indirectly must fall on the British

ta pa e , fo eseei g that soo e o late the ost …
e a giga ti

ill e ue ied a d the e

a

o .86 The fact that no such row occurred, and that the British

continued to pursue a proactive and wide-ranging denial policy in the face of
frequent criticism, proves that fears of the combination of German brainpower with
Soviet resources retained paramount importance in the minds of the relevant British
policymakers.
Indeed, beyond the basic f a e o k of the Mat h o t a sit hotels , B itish
exploitation officials began devising other methods to deny German scientists and
technicians to the Soviets. The main thrust of this was to try and find additional
viable employment options for the German experts, so they would be less
sus epti le to “o iet jo offe s. This ega

ith the e lusi e e ploitatio

s he e,

which meant German specialists could be employed directly by private firms in
Britain, such as Fairey Aviation and Vickers-Armstrongs, rather than only by national
research associations or organised trade bodies, as had been the original
arrangement. The government facilitated this by relaxing immigration restrictions
and by actively promoting the scheme to private companies.87 The British authorities
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also looked abroad for potential solutions, and the Dominions (especially Canada,
Australia and India) were encouraged to find employment for German scientists. 88
For example, the Aust alia

E plo

e t of “ ie tifi a d Te h i al E e

Alie s

(ESTEA) scheme saw the recruitment of 150 German experts.89 Elsewhere, approval
was sought for eminent aircraft designer Willy Messerschmitt to go to India to help
establish an aircraft industry there, as he was considered too politically and ethically
toxic to be employed in Britain itself (in the end, Messerschmitt and his team went
fi st to F a o s “pai a d the late to Nasse s Eg pt .90 Similarly, attempts were
made to relocate the aeronautical engineer Kurt Tank, who had been head of design
at Focke-Wulf between 1931 and 1945, to Sweden but concerns about his research
there ending up in Soviet hands prevented this – instead, Tank and his team went
first to Argentina and then later to India. 91 This global, transnational movement of
German expertise was driven primarily by a desire in the recruiting countries to
modernise quickly, without having to start costly research and development
programmes from scratch, but it had huge benefits to the British (as long as the final
destinations were not nations subject to Soviet influence).
The final strategy which British officials pursued to counteract Soviet
recruitment was to find work for the German experts in Germany itself. This
happened in two ways – firstly, through schemes such as Operation Bottleneck,
which outsourced some of the work of British firms to the surplus labour force in
Ge

a ,

ith the hope that,

help to a est thei d ift to e plo

p o idi g e plo
e t

e t fo Ge

a s, [it

ould]

ith the ‘ussia s . 92 Secondly, moves were

made to reconstruct German civilian science and industry, though this was primarily
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motivated by the need to offset some of the costs of the British occupation and
ultimately make Germany self-sufficient.93 Nonetheless, it had major advantages for
denial policy, advocates of which had long worried that tight restrictions on German
s ie e
ead

ould lea e

a

Ge

a ket fo thei se i es

a spe ialists out of

o k ut

ho

ould fi d a

ith the ‘ussia s . 94 Furthermore, a prosperous and

rehabilitated Germany would be generally more resistant to communism which, in
the view of most British officials, thrived on chaos, hunger and poverty. 95 Ultimately,
all the tactics which the British adopted as pa t of de ial poli
i st u e t of t a sit hotels to the

,fo

the lu t

o e o p ehe si e e o st u tio of

este

German science, are symptomatic of the East-West polarisation of the Cold War and
the culture of suspicion and hostility which this fostered.
Denial policy was gradually wound down at the end of the 1940s, and its
impact throughout its lifespan is hard to judge. In terms of numbers, by April 1948,
321 German specialists had passed through the Matchbox machinery, of whom 286
had been taken on as consultants, paid by the British government. Within this
number were numerous guided missile experts, colour film specialists from the Agfa
corporation, and the entire 15-member Technical Directorate of the Brückner-Kanis
company, which developed high-speed underwater-propulsion turbines.96 Also in
April, the Intelligence Division of the British Control Commission in Germany
produced a report which suggested that the work of the design and development
departments of a number of important aircraft firms, including Junkers, Heinkel and
BMW, reconstituted under Soviet ad i ist atio , had
e a uatio of so e good spe ialists f o

ee

eta ded

the

ea h Esta lish e t . 97 British agents on

the ground, meanwhile, felt that about the best that could be said of denial policy
as that, hile it may have delayed Russian developments, it has hardly prevented
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Nonetheless, Matchbox lived on. In fact, in March 1950 it acted to prevent
Paul Schröder, who was described
autho it o

B itish s ie tists as the g eatest

athe ati al

o kets ali e , but who had fallen on hard times after an initial period of

employment with the British, from drifting into Soviet employment by offering him a
two-year contract as a Matchbox o sulta t . 99 Matchbox was finally terminated in
1951, by which time Germany had become two sovereign states – the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG) in the West and the German Democratic Republic (GDR)
in the East – and the former occupying powers now had far less influence over
German affairs.100 For the vast majority of scientists, and indeed citizens, in the FRG,
the Soviet Union was now seen as a dangerous enemy not a desirable alternative, so
the need to actively prevent Soviet recruitment had significantly diminished. 101
Nonetheless, the principles of scientific containment, of which denial policy was an
early example, continued alongside the political containment of the Truman Doctrine
and the economic containment of the Marshall Plan. 102
Ultimately, however, the enormous scientific resources of the Soviet Union
doo ed the Weste

Allies

o -proliferation measures to failure, and the best they

could hope for was to slow the pace of certain development projects. 103 Even with
the demise of exploitation and denial policy, Germany still remained a hotbed of
Cold War scientific intelligence activity. Valuable German scientists living in the FRG
were closely monitored so that they could be evacuated to Britain or the USA in the
event of a Soviet invasion of West Germany.104 In addition, under Operation Dragon
Return, German scientists who had gone to work in the Soviet Union (whether
willingly or under coercion), were picked up by British and American intelligence
agencies when they were repatriated, so that they could be questioned on domestic
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“o iet esea h a d de elop e t. As Paul Madd ell has

itte , the fi st post-war

penetration of Soviet military capability by British intelligence was a by-product of its
effo t to o plete the i to
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scientific experts had a long and deeply influential legacy on the ensuing Cold War. In
1957, amidst the shock in the West surrounding the Soviet launch of Sputnik, the
first artificial satellite to e te Ea th s orbit, a joke did the rounds that when
President Eisenhower asked his aides how the USSR was ahead in the space race, he
e ei ed the espo se that thei Ge

a s a e ette tha ou Ge

a s . While this

is no doubt an apocryphal tale, it is true that Eisenhower openly credited German
experts in Soviet employ with the success of their space programme, including at a
p ess o fe e e held a eek afte “put ik s lau h. 106 As this suggests, there was a
widely-held belief that effective utilisation of German expertise was crucial to
subsequent scientific and technological development across the world, even more
than ten years after the end of the Second World War. It is widely regarded that
B itai

lost out i the o petitio fo these e pe ts, unable to match the scale and

resources of the United States or Soviet Union, but as this article has shown, this was
not the case. The British exploitation authorities pursued a very active and
enthusiastic recruitment policy, bringing a large number of both high-level specialists
and general technical manpower to Britain after the war. This approach was driven
overwhelmingly by suspicion of the Soviet Union and a commitment to scientific
containment, to the point where it often overrode other parallel concerns, such as
the threat of resurgent German militarism. No doubt the British exploitation
programme, and the motives behind it, warrant further study. In addition, it would
be fascinating to see whether Russian archives tell a parallel story of Soviet
exploitation being driven by fear and suspicion of the West.
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Moreover, while the Cold War is usually framed as a struggle between the
two great superpowers of the USA and USSR, in these early years, it was often Britain
which took the firmer line with the Soviets, and then urged their American allies to
follow suit. This interpretation certainly prompts us to re-examine both the
conventional dichotomous understanding of the conflict, and the predominance of
the United States within the Western camp. The st uggle fo Ge

a

s s ie tifi

spoils was not only a symptom of this new divided post-war world but also a factor in
its creation. As we have seen, British and American removals of German personnel
from areas of Germany due to fall under Soviet occupation was such a sore point for
Stalin that it threatened to sour the Potsdam negotiations, while later Soviet
deportations, especially Osoaviakhim, only reinforced the growing sense in the West
that the Soviets could not be trusted and thus deepened the chasm between the two
sides. In any case, examining Anglo-Soviet competition over German science and
technology not only offers a remarkably clear window into the mind-set of British
policymakers at the start of the Cold War, it also helps us to understand subsequent
arms races, scientific espionage and containment policies by seeing where they
began, and the reasons for their original emergence.
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